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1. Introduction. Strong ordinal dimension is defined inductively

by Ind X= — 1 iff X = 0 and Ind Xf¡a where a is an ordinal, a^O,

if and only if whenever £ÇG where £ is closed and G open, there

exists U open such that £Ç£ÇG and Ind B(U)<a where B(U)

refers to the boundary of U. Weak inductive dimension is defined by

ind X— — 1 iff A = 0 and ind X^a iff whenever x£G where G is

open, there exists an open set Usuch that xE UQG and ind B(U)<a.

The material in this article parallels the second half of G. H. Toul-

min's paper [l] extending some of his results for weak transfinite

ordinal dimension to the strong transfinite ordinal dimension. First

we require the following definitions:

Definition 1.1. An open collection 11 is a basis for the neighbor-

hoods of closed sets in X iff whenever £ÇG where £ is closed and G

open, there exists [/£11 such that FÇ^UQG.

Definition 1.2. An open collection 1t is a basis for the neighbor-

hoods of a particular set £ in X iff whenever FÇ.G where G is open,

there exists t/£1l such that £C UQG.

Definition 1.3. For any ordinal a^O, Ind (X; F)^a where F is

a closed subset of X iff there exists a basis 11 for the neighborhoods

of £ in X such that Ind B(U) <a for every £7G11. We call Ind (X; F)

the strong inductive dimension of X relative to the closed subset £.

Then we may observe that

Theorem 1.4. Ind X^a for a = 0 iff there exists an open collection

11 that is a basis for the neighborhoods of closed sets in X such that

Ind B(U)<afor every Ï/G11.

Theorem 1.5. Ind A" = sup {ind (X; F)\FE$} where S is the

collection of closed subsets in X, provided either side exists.

2. Subset theorems. The proofs of the following theorems are quite

straightforward and involve only minor modifications of the proofs

appearing in Toulmin's paper.

Theorem 2.1. // YQX, Y closed and Ind X^a, then Ind Y^a.
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1 This paper was drawn from the doctoral dissertation Transfinite ordinal and

cardinal dimension for infinite dimensional non-metrizable topological spaces written
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Theorem 2.2. If FÇZ YQX, both Fand Y closed in X and Ind (X; F)
^a, then Ind (F; F)^a.

Theorem 2.3. If X is normal, FQGÇZX, where F is closed and G

open in X and Ind (G; F)^a, then Ind (X; F)^a. Thus the strong

inductive dimension relative to a closed subset is a local property in a

normal space.

Theorem 2.4. If X is completely normal and FÇ. YÇ.X where F is

closed in Y, then Ind ( F; F)^aiff X has an open collection It that is a

basis for the neighborhoods of F in X (although F need not be closed in

X) such that Ind (B(U)C\Y)<afor every UQ'tí..

Theorem 2.5. If Ind X^a, then there exists a closed subset Y of X

such that Ind Y = a.

3. Sum theorems.

Theorem 3.1. If X = A\JC where A and C are separated (i.e.

(A-C\C)'U(Ar\C-)=0) and Ind A^a, Ind Cg.a, then Ind X^a.

Proof. The proof is by induction on a. The theorem holds for

a= — 1 so assume its truth for Ind <a. Suppose FÇZG where F is

closed and G is open. Now FC\A C.GC\A so there exists U open in A

and hence open in X such that Ff~\A ÇZ UÇZGC~\A and Ind B(U; A) <a

where Ind B(U; A) refers to the boundary of U in A. Since A is

closed as well as open in X, B(U; A) =B(U). In the same way there

exists V open in X such that Ff~\CÇZ VQGC\C and Ind B(V; C) <a

where B(V; C)=B(V). Defining S = B(U)VJB(V) we see that this is

the union of sets separated in the relative topology of 5 and hence,

invoking the induction hypothesis, Ind S<a. Defining W=U\JV

we see that W is open, FC WÇZG and B(W) = S so we may conclude

that Ind X^a.

The remaining theorems in this section have to do with completely

normal spaces and the following lemmas will prove useful.

Lemma 3.2. If X is completely normal and FQGQX, YÇZX where

F and Y are closed in X and G is open in X and if FC\ FÇZ J/'CZGO Y

where V is open in Y, then there exists V open in X such that FÇ FÇG,

Vi^Y=V and B(V; Y) = Yr\B(V).

Lemma 3.3. If X is completely normal and V'QAQX where V is

open in A, then there exists V open in X such that VC\A = V and

B(V'\ A)=AC\B(V).

Lemma 3.4. If X is completely normal and AQX, Ind A iSa and
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£ÇJG where F is closed in X and G is open in X, then there exists U

open in X such that £Ç UQG and Ind (B(U)(~\A) <a.

Proof. By normality, there exists W open so FQWQW-QG.

Since Ind A^a we can find V open in A such that W~C\AQV'

ÇZGi~\A and Ind B(V; A) <a. By Lemma 3.3 there exists V open in

X such that Vi\A = V and B(V; A)=AC\B(V). Define U
= (Vr\G)UW so U is open and £Ç UQG. Further it can be verified

that Ar\B(U)QAr\B(V), so by Theorem 2.1, Ind (B(U)C\A)<a.
Before proceeding it is necessary to define Toulmin's lower sum

and upper sum for ordinals. (For the algebra of ordinals, see Chapter

4 of Set theory, by F. Hausdorff, Chelsea, New York, 1957.) A shuf-

fling of ordinals a and ß is an interleaving of disjoint well-ordered sets

representing a and ß whose induced order agrees with their original

order. The lower sum a + ß is the minimal ordinal shuffling a and ß

and the upper sum a+ß is the sup of the ordinals shuffling a and ß.

Both lower and upper sums are commutative in their arguments and

a±0=a + 0=o: for all ordinals a. Toulmin observes that a+ß is

strictly increasing in both arguments and that if h(a, ß) is a function

also satisfying this property, then a + ß^h(a, ß) for all ordinals a

and ß.

Any ordinal a may be written uniquely as a = ai+a2 where ax is a

limit ordinal or zero and a2 is finite. Toulmin shows that

a ± ß = a       if «i > ßi,

= ß if ßi > ai,

= a + ß2        if ai = ßi.

Also Toulmin defines a function

f(a,ß) = -l+{(a+l)±(ß+l)}-l,

= max(a, ß)        if ai 9e ßi,

= a + ß        üai = ßi = 0,

= a + ß2 + 1        if ai = ßi ^ 0,

which satisfies the following:

(i) f(a, 0) =/(0, a) =a for all a.

(ii) For any a, ß>0 either/(«', ß) <f(a, ß) for all a'<a or f(a, ß')

<f(a, ß)ior all ß'<ß.
(iii) If g(a, ß) satisfies (i) and (ii), then/(a, ß) ^g(a, ß) for all a

and ß.

It is also clear that / is symmetric in its two arguments and non-

decreasing in either argument.
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Now we may extend two more of Toulmin's results.

Theorem 3.5. If X is completely normal, X=AKJB and Ind A =a,

Ind B = ß, then 1+Ind X^(l+a) + (l+ß).

Proof. Supposing the theorem false, choose A and B with a mini-

mal such that the theorem fails. There must then exist F closed in

X such that

1 + Ind(X; F) $ (1 + a) + (1 + ß).

Suppose G is an arbitrary open set containing F. Then by Lemma 3.4

there exists U open in X such that FÇJ/ÇG and Ind (B(U)C\A)

=a'<a. Since B(U)C\B is a closed subset of B, Ind (B(U)r\B)

= ß'uß by Theorem 2.1. Now B(U) = (B(U)r\A)\J(B(U)r\B), so
since B(U) is completely normal and by the assumed minimality of

a, l + lndB(U)u(l+a') + (l+ß')<(l+a) + (l+ß) since + is
strictly increasing in both arguments. We may conclude then that

1 -find (X; F) ^ (1 +a) + (1 +ß) which is the desired contradiction.

The next theorem gives a better bound on the strong inductive

dimension of the union of two sets with known dimension, but re-

quires that both sets be closed.

Theorem 3.6. If X is completely normal and X = CUT) where C and

D are both closed and Ind C=y, Ind D = h, then Ind X^a+(ß+l)
where a = max (y, 8) and j8 = Ind (CC\D).

Proof. Note that CC\D is a closed subset of both C and D, so it

does possess strong transfinite dimension and ß^min (y, 5) ^a.

Toulmin shows that since ß^a, the assertion of the theorem is

equivalent to proving that

l + 1ndX£f(l+ß,l+ a)

where / is as described earlier. Supposing this result untrue, we may

select C and D so as to make the stated inequality false with first ß

minimal and then a minimal for the chosen ß. Note ß^—l, for this

would imply that C and D are separated and the desired result then

follows from Theorem 3.1.

For the chosen C and D there must exist a closed set F such that

1+Ind (X; F)$f(l+ß, l+a). Suppose FQG where G is open. By

the properties of/, we know that either/(l 4-/3', 1 +a') </(l +ß, 1 +a)

for all ß'<ß, a'úa or f(l+ß', l+a')<f(l+ß, l+a) for all ß'^ß,
a' <a. Further by the known symmetry olf,ila = ß then both of the

above inequalities hold.
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Case l.f(l+ß', l+a')<f(l+ß, l+a) lor all ß'<ß, a'^a. Defining

E = Cr\D, we have Fr\EQGC\E so since Ind E = ß there exists U'

open in £ such that £f\EC U'QGC\E and Ind B(U'; E)<ß. But £

is closed and X completely normal, so by Lemma 3.2 we can find U

open in X such that FQ UQG, UC\E= U' and B(U'; E)=B(U)C\E.
Define C' = B(U)r\C and D' = B(U)C\D. Then C and D' are closed
in their union which is itself completely normal, and further Ind C

^7, Ind D' ^ 5 which implies that a' = max (Ind C', Ind D') ^a. Also

j8' = Ind (C'r\D') =Ind (B(U)C\E)<ß. Then by the assumed mini-

mality of ß, we see that

1 + Ind (C \J D') = /(l + ß', 1 + a') < /(l + /3, 1 + a)

by the assumed property of/. But C'\JD' = B(U) so we have 1

+ Ind£(t/)</(l+/3, l+a) which implies that l + Ind(X; £)

g/(l+/3, l+a). This is the desired contradiction.

Case 2.f(l+ß', l+a')<f(l+ß, l+a) for all ß'^ß, a'<a and we
can assume ß<.a for if ß=a, Case 1 applies. Now Fi^CCGi^C and

Ind C=y, so there exists U' open in C such that Fi\CQU'QGr\C

and Ind£(£'; C) = 7'<7. Invoking Lemma 3.2 we can find [/open in

X such that £Ç ¡7ÇG, UC\C= U' and £(£'; C) =B(U)C\C. By nor-
mality there exists H open in X so that FQHQH~Q U. Then exactly

as above we can find V open in X such that FQ VQH, VC\D = V,

Ind B(V; D) = 8'<8 and B(V; D)=B(V)C\D. Since F-çi£-Ç£7,
B(U) and £( F) are disjoint. Now define C" = (B(U)nC)VJ(B(V)i\D)

and D" = CHD. Since B(U)(~\Cand £(F)r\£ are separated, we may

use Theorem 3.1 to conclude that y" = Ind C'^max (7', 8')<a.

Also Ind D"=ß<a so a" = max (Ind C", Ind D")<a. Finally

|3" = Ind (C"r\D") g Ind P" =ß so by the minimality of a and /3 and
since C" and £" are both closed in their union which is itself com-

pletely normal,

1 + Ind (C" yj D") = /(l + ß", 1 + a") < /(l + ß, 1 + a)

by the assumed property of/. Next define IF = Interior of (UC\C)

\J(VC\D). Then IF is open and we can verify that FQWQG and

also B(W)QC"VJD". Finally by Theorem 2.1,

l + Ind£(IF) </(l+iS, l+a)

which implies 1 + Ind (X; £)^/(l+p\ l+a). This again is the de-

sired contradiction, proving the theorem.

Corollary 3.7. If X is completely normal, X = A\JB, A and B
closed in X and Ind A = a, Ind B = p\ then
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1 + Ind X Ú f(l + a, 1 + ß).

Corollary 3.8. If X is completely normal, X = A\JB, A and B

closed in X and Ind A =a=ai+a2 and Ind B=ß = ft+ft whereax and

ft are limit ordinals or zero and a2 and ß2 are finite, then

Ind X = a       if cti > ßi,

IndX=jS       ifßi>ah

max(a, ß) Ú Ind X S a + ß2 + 1        if on = ßi.

As a consequence of Corollary 3.8, if X is completely normal and

the union of closed subsets A and B and if Ind A, Ind B exist and

max (Ind .4, Ind B) =a, then aglnd X<a+oi. Further if a is a limit

ordinal, we may write a ^ Ind X^.a + 1.

Last it should be noted that the results just obtained can be im-

proved upon. Levshenko [2] has proven using a different approach

that if X is completely normal, X = A\JB, Ind A^a = ai+a2,

Ind B^ß = ßi+ßi with «i, a2, ßi, ß2 as defined previously, then X has

strong transfinite ordinal dimension and

Ind X é a       if «i > ft,

Ind X g ß       if /3i > «j,

Ind X ^ a + ß2 + 1        if ai = ft.

This result drops the requirement that A and B be closed in X.
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